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The Samsung Galaxy Mobiles are quite popular these days; the Samsung is bringing in more
number of mobiles supplementing the Galaxy Series by launching new mobile every now and then.
Freshly, Samsung came up with 3 latest Samsung Galaxy Mobiles. The features incorporated into
the phone are just fantastic including the 3G, Android OS, the facility of touchscreen and the most
interesting thing is the brand is reliable enough. Similar to the Durability and Stability tag for Nokia
phones is suitable, with time the brand has been started associated with the label of being the
maker of the smartest phone in addition to the finest ones, since these donâ€™t just offer massive range
but even utmost expediency of customizability by permitting the customization according to the
requirements and necessities since roughly 100% Android Smart phones by Samsung doesnâ€™t
company boot loaders the biggest concern according to the present day scenario in terms of the
ANDROID Smart phones. Ranging from the basic at Rs. 10, 000 to the high range Android Phone,
almost all the models have been discussed in the article.

The first one to talk about is the Samsung Galaxy Note which creates confusion in the mind whether
it is a phone or a tablet or both. This is something that definitely induces several looks from
onlooker. The Super AMOLED HD display of about 5.3 inches, it is the largest smartphones
accessible. Even with the enormous screen, the Samsung has reserved the design stylish and thin.
The Galaxy Note is very much capable of living up to the promises it makes by facilitating customers
an all-in-one fusion device connecting smartphone with the tablet.

The existing Samsungâ€™s Google flagship model, Samsung Galaxy Nexus is the earliest device which
is operational on the Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich. The edition for Verizon's LTE set-up in U.S.
is somewhat substantial in comparison to the European model, however it supports the better
battery and, obviously, 15Mbps 4G downloads on Verizon's set-up, or else they are purposely the
similar. Wonderful high resolution and the super large display at Galaxy Nexus is a nightmare to
gaze at, moreover the latest operating system - Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich provides
customers something new and fascinating to work through. The combination is actually good. To
conclude it will not be unfair to say that Galaxy Nexus is each bit the idol smartphone that Google
wants it to be to progress Android to another phase of its development. These two models by
Samsung has created a big craze in the market, it is really attracting large number of people toward
it. And if you talk about their price then they are also quite reasonable in exchange of what all they
offer to you.
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